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Turgut Uyar
selections translated from the Turkish by

Ayten Tartici

1959

The World’s Most 
Beautiful Arabia

The two poems presented here appeared in Turgut Uyar’s groundbreaking 
third book of poetry, Dünyanın En Güzel Arabistanı (The World’s Most 
Beautiful Arabia), published in 1959. Uyar was a member of the “Second 
New,” a movement known for revolutionizing Turkish poetry with its use of 
stream-of-consciousness, unusual word combinations and deconstructed idiomatic 
language. After spending several years in the provinces due to his military job, 
Uyar returned to Ankara, the capital of the young Turkish Republic, in the late 
1950s and found a rapidly urbanizing city. “Night with Deer” chronicles his 
frustrations with that urbanization and his desire to escape from the claustro-
phobia of the city. In an interview, he stated that the neon lights and grand 
hotels he saw returning to Ankara required a new kind of poetic voice. “Poem 
Explaining the State / of the Tightrope Walker on Top of the High Wire” 
shows his more humorous side. None of Uyar’s books have been translated into 
English, except for a few poems anthologized here and there, and no complete 
translations of either of the poems included exist, perhaps because of the dif-
ficulty of translating Uyar’s inventive, often polysemous work. 
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Your red is red I believe it
Your purple is purple I believe it
Your God is grand, agreed
Your poem is complete
And what is more it has smoke
But what is your name
Please do not mess up my balance

I blend in with all the trees
Who cares if there is a crowd or not
Lost in the streets I found it in my pocket
The trees are like that 
The streets are like this, who cares
But what is your name
Please do not mess up my balance

My love might change as well as my truths
I rest by the shimmering sea
The water up to my knees
I am smiling at all of you with good intentions
Whatever you say
I will not fight with you today

Poem Explaining the State of the Tightrope 
Walker on Top of the High Wire
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There is something secret I know
Your red is red I believe it
Your purple is purple I believe it
I am perfect for the world
I am perfect for myself
But what is your name
Please do not mess up my balance
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In fact there was nothing to be scared of 
Everything was made of plastic 
And when we died, we died by the thousands facing the sun. 
We were scared, like children are,
But that was before we discovered a night with deer.

You should always know what a night with deer looks like
In distant, untamed forests
It will save us from time
When the sun sets slowly at the ends of the asphalt

On the one hand we tilled the earth
On the other we got lost
By hiding from gladiators and toothed beasts
Or else by fighting
We saved the night with deer

Yes we were orphans but we still had hope
If we saw three houses, we supposed it was a city
If we saw three doves, we thought of Mexico 
We liked strolling the streets in the evenings
And seeing the women call after their husbands
Then we were drinking wine, red or white,
Because, whether we knew it or not,
It was a night with deer.

Night With Deer
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           “A tree beyond the night with deer 
A sky where your foot touches the water
Cold moonlight on your forked antlers”
Like it or not, it reminds you of old loves
There were beautiful women and lovers once 
I know they must exist now too 
If you knew how happy it makes me to think of it
The most beautiful nights with deer in the mountains

I am telling you, I don’t care about anything
Except love and hope
Three glasses of wine and three new songs and all of a sudden
In my memory the fuzziness of a night with deer

I know the ships cannot take it away
The neon lights or grand theories cannot illuminate its corners
For example, we used to hang out in Manastır and drink the two of us
Or make love in bed one woman one man
Our kisses would become warmer
Our armpits sweeter
In the darkness of a night with deer

If we did not remember what everyone forgot
It would not have been important that we got cheated on 
We did not love the silver samovars or the old things
Just to discard them
You will ask whether we were evil
We were neither good nor evil
If at the beginning and at the end we were apart
It was because we were apart
At the beginning and at the end

But all there was was in a night with deer
If you lived it your palms would sweat with excitement
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And just like that it was evening on the pavements
On the crystal chandeliers and the naked shoulders of women
We felt out of place in front of the grand hotels
Our desperation was that easy
And if you thought our sadness came from big things you’d be wrong
For example, if we drank three glasses of wine
Or stabbed a man
Or spat on the streets 
It would dispel our sadness right away
But better would be to go away
And sleep in a night with deer

          “In the night the eyes of the deer glisten
 Like flares, timid, anxious
 Like a Sultan’s daggers in the moonlight
 On one side, rocks piled on one another
 On the other side, I”
But you are miserable just like I am
We cannot console ourselves with old things
Dominoes and cold late afternoons
Unfamiliar crowds with their floral dresses
Our shadows rolled up into a ball at our feet
Even if we rejoice we know the end of things
I forget about the debts, the guarantors and bills
The lotto is chosen without me
Even in the first hearing I leave the courtroom blameless
I tear down a brunette for my own sake
I do not dry her hair well enough
I drink a glass of wine for my own sake
          “But a night with deer in the forest
 Sharp, blue and rustling 
I pass into that night with deer”

I lean in to kiss my own cheeks.



Fadi Abou Dib is a Syrian writer and poet, born in France and living in Jordan. He 
has a BS in Telecommunication Engineering and a Masters of Theology. He currently 
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Egill Skallagrímsson (910-990) was an Icelandic poet and viking warrior. According 
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who had cheated him at the age of seven. He mourns the loss of his son Böðvarr in the 
elegy The Grievous Loss of Sons. 



Suzuki Shizuko (1919-?) was born in Tokyo in 1919. Her first haiku collection, 
Shunrai (Spring Thunder), was published in 1946. After the publication of her second 
collection, Yubiwa (The Ring), in 1952, Shizuko disappeared and her whereabouts 
have remained a mystery. 

Sofronis Sofroniou is a contemporary Greek Cypriot novelist. His first novel, 
Protoplastoi (2015) was awarded the National Fiction Prize in Cyprus and the Best 
Newcomer prize of the Greek Society of Authors in 2016.  Pig Iron (2017) is his 
second novel.

H. Stern is Senior Lector Emeritus of Germanic Languages and Literatures at Yale 
University. He has published critical essays on literature in German, French and Yiddish 
and music theory, as well as original poetry and translations of German poetry from 
Goethe and Schiller to Morgenstern. 

Turgut Uyar (1927-1985) was a prominent Turkish poet, who authored over eight 
books of poetry, including Arzıhal (Submission) and Türkiyem (My Turkey). He 
worked as a personnel officer for the Turkish military, eventually giving up his post to join 
a paper manufacturing company. He is known for breaking new ground in Turkish poetry 
as a member of the “Second New” movement through his use of colloquial, playful and 
political language to his poems.

Ayten Tartici is a Ph.D. candidate in Comparative Literature at Yale University, 
where she was awarded the Gordon Barber Memorial Prize for Poetry. Her writing has 
previously appeared in The Atlantic, The Los Angeles Review of Books and Slate, 
among other venues. Raised in Turkey, she currently resides in New York City.


